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Preface
This special issue of the Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science
presents a selection of papers presented at the ﬁfth Logical and Semantic Frame-
works, with Applications” (V LSFA), held the 31th August, 2010, in the nice city of
Natal, Northeast Brazil. The sponsors of the meeting were the Brazilian ﬁnancial
councils CAPES and CNPq , Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte and the
Brazilian Computer Science Society (SBC). The workshop happened inside ICTAC
(International Conference on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science). Many peo-
ple helped to make LSFA 2010 a success. In particular, we would like to thank the
organisers Martin Musicante and David Deharbe, and, the General co-chairs Cludia
Nalon and Flvio Leonardo Cavalcanti de Moura.
The 9 papers which compose this volume cover several aspects of Logic and Se-
mantics. They represent a spectrum of knowledge that interrelates Proof Theory
and Semantics, Automatic Theorem Proving, Dynamic Logic with computational
motivation, Substructural Logics and Computer Systems, Integration of Functional
and Higher-order Functional Programming with Constraint Solvers, Natural Lan-
guage Processing, and Descriptive Complexity. The LSFA 2010 had Professor
Natarajan Shankar, Professor Freek Wiedijk and Professor Ruy de Queiroz as in-
vited speakers. The organisers want to thank the invited speakers for contributing
for this volume also.
The ﬁrst paper, by Professor Shankar and Marc Vaucher, describes an exercise
that is a step toward the veriﬁcation of an eﬃcient implementation of the satisﬁabil-
ity procedure. It is part of nice discussion, brought to LSFA by Professor Shankar,
on the role of fundamental logic systems in providing basis for implementation of
theorem provers, mainly when one focus on the validation of the theorem provers
themselves. The Kernel of Truth is the title Professor Shankar provides to the the
question on how support validation of validators.
By providing a new labelled proof system for ﬁrst-order logic with equality,
the second paper addresses fundamental aspects on the computational content of
proofs by means of a functional interpretation of direct computations extracted
from proof procedures for the presented proof system for equality. It is a great
piece of proof-theoretical work towards a deﬁnite connection between proof theory
and computation in the spirit of the Curry-Howard interpretation of proofs.
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By providing a rigorously based computational environment to mechanically
handling some notations for λ-calculi deﬁnition, the third paper, presents a well-
designed environment that can be used to build a nice system to help students to
understand λ-calculi.
By providing an integration of cooperative algebraic constraint domains and
solvers in a Higher-Order functional logic programming on lambda-abstractions,
the fourth paper provides a sound and complete model of computation useful for
practical numerical applications.
The ﬁfth paper explores the tight relationship between computational complex-
ity classes and logic to show how to obtain the deterministic exponential time hi-
erarchy from higher-order logics with Least Fixed Point operators. An interesting
result of this paper is to link the collapse of the exponential time hierarchy with
expressiveness collapsing of these logics.
By recalling the eﬀorts towards building systems at PARC to translate natural
language into logic(s), the sixth paper surveys the work on translating natural
language sentences into logic done at Palo Alto Research Center by the author and
then focus on formal logic applicable to systems of contexts. The problem is how
to translate into logical sentences, simple sentences of the English language. The
merit of this paper is to point out how hard is to obtain such translations even
considering restrictive domains and accepting approximations.
By providing and extension of Propositional Dynamic Logic with the parallel
composition operator and four new atomic programs that capture ”storing and re-
covering elements in data structures”, the seventh paper make a nice eﬀort towards
obtaining a logic well-suited to reasoning on computational processes from the ma-
chine perspective.
In the eighth paper, the authors show how to use SELLF, a logical framework
based on focused linear logic with subexponentials, to encode sequent systems with
complicated structural restrictions. It is a nice demonstration on the use of basic
logics to encode more sophisticated ones in a uniform way.
The last paper shows a quite interesting tool, based on Piaget ideas, for the
analysis of unary connectives in a general way, providing an algebraically based
general framework for the comparison of such logical constants.
We hope the interested readers of whatever speciality and intellectual curiosity
will ﬁnd a paper which interests them. If this will be achieved, we shall see our
eﬀorts vindicated.
In addition to the members of the LSFA 2010 Program Committee, we would like
to thank the referees who provided constructive and detailed reviews improving the
quality of this special issue: Agata Ciabattoni, Marcelino Pequeno, Louise Dennis,
Thierry Libert, Daniel Ventura, Mauro Piccolo, Vladia Celia Monteiro Pinheiro.
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